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Background

Deterministic
Probabilistic

Unlike natural images, ground truths are not 
deterministic in medical images as different 
diagnosticians can have different opinions on the 
type and extent of an anomaly. 



Background 
Existing Probabilistic Networks
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 c-VAE-based methods 
incorporate prior information 
about the input image in a 
separate network and sample 
latent variables to produce 
stochastic segmentation 
masks



Background
Problem with Evaluation Metrics (GED)

Generalized Energy Distance 
(GED) metric overly rewards 
sample diversity without 
considering the match with 
ground truth samples



Contribution

● We introduce a diffusion model-based approach that generates multiple 
plausible segmentation masks by learning a distribution over group 
insights.

● The proposed model utilizes diffusion's stochastic sampling process to 
produce diverse segmentation variants with minimal additional learning.

● The model's effectiveness is demonstrated on CT, ultrasound, and MRI 
images, outperforming existing state-of-the-art methods in accuracy and 
preserving natural variation.

● A new metric is proposed to evaluate both segmentation diversity and 
accuracy, catering to the interests of clinical practice and collective 
insights.



Method



CI Score - Intuition
- The proposed CI score (Collective Insight) addresses the limitations of GED and consists of three 

components: Combined Sensitivity, Maximum Dice Matching, and Diversity Agreement.

- Combined Sensitivity measures the true positive rate of the combined predictions and ground 
truths, aligning with clinical practice objectives.

- Maximum Dice Matching calculates the maximum Dice score between individual predictions and 
all ground truths, representing the comparison of student diagnoses with expert opinions.

- Diversity Agreement assesses the diversity of predicted outputs by comparing the variance 
between ground truth and prediction distributions.

- The CI score is defined as the harmonic mean of the combined sensitivity, maximum Dice 
matching, and diversity agreement components.



CI Score - Mechanism
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